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The correct setup

Basics of permanent paved stone 
covering built using a bonded method

Introduction

Traffic routes that are built using paving stones are part of 
the road construction sector. Road construction consists of 
calculation, building and maintenance of the road network 
for vehicles, bicycles and pedestrians. The main require-
ments of the users of traffic routes are safety and user com-
fort. This means that those that carry out road construction, 
need to make sure that the traffic routes are correctly cons-
tructed and maintained. The main properties that such traf-
fic routes need to have are, strength, load-bearing capacity, 
frost resist-ance and to be level and nonslip – irrespective 
of the type of use and construction.

In order to achieve this, good planning, thorough work pre-
paration, careful carrying out of construction as well as ad-
herence to standard applicable regulations are a necessity.  
Paved stone coverings can be laid in a loose/unbonded way 
or as bonded construction.  Unbonded laying is the general 
way of laying paved stones.

Bonded paved stone coverings are used for special areas 
and have a number of advantages compared to unbonded 
paved stone coverings:

• pedestrians can safely walk on the paved stone surface
• weeds don’t grow through the joints
• joints are not washed away by erosion
• good absorbtion of shear force without dislocation of  
 paved stones
• resistant to street sweepers and high pressure cleaners

The technical applicable regulations have also been modi-
fied to reflect this development. In August  2007 the fol-
lowing paper was published: FGSV Work Paper “Surface 
coverings using paving stones and slabs in bonded cons-
truction“ (Surface strengthening using bonded paved sto-
ne coverings and slab surfaces.) This ROMEX® publication 
aims to show in detail how the jointing and fixing of paved 
stones outdoors can be done using synthetic resin paving 
jointing mortars, and to inform you of this still relatively 
young, only 30 year old, method of jointing.

Bed/subsurface/substructure

The existing ground/floor (bed) needs to be prepared 
expertly for the paved stone construction – the so-called 
superstructure – that will be laid on top. It needs to be built 
so that it can take profiles, is even and loadbearing. The 
same applies to any kind of substructure that may be built 
due to certain local conditions. The expertly built surface 
of the bed/subsurface is called the planum. In general, the 
planum needs to have the same degree of slope and di-
rection of slope as the subsequent paved stone covering  
(correct for profiles). In general this should be a slope of  
2,5 %, 3,0 % or 3,5 %, depending on the type of paving sto-
nes used. If the existing floor is at risk of frost, then the pla-
num needs to have a slope of at least 4 %, so that any water 
from the superstructure can drain more quickly. All layers 
above the planum, including the paved stone covering, can 
be laid according to the degree of slope recommended for 
such paved stone coverings.

The planum needs to be made as level as possible, so that 
any water seeping through the superstructure, does not 
stay standing in any pits and endanger the loadbearing ca-
pacity and frost resistance of the paved stone construction. 
Deviations from the target height should not be more than 
+ 3 cm | 1 3⁄16“.

General

Bonded paved stone coverings are made using building 
material mixtures containing binding agents for the bed 
and the joint filling (bed and jointing mortar). Mixed buil-
ding methods, whereby only the bed or the joint filling uses 
a building material with binding agents are not generally 
used, but depending on site circumstances, can be used 
successfully.

Bonded paved stone coverings require particular care and 
well-founded expert knowledge during planning, bid for 
tenders, selection of building materials and execution. Pa-
ved stones for bonded paved stone coverings should not 
exceed the usual size (maximum edge length 320 mm | 
13“). There is currently insufficient experience to comment 
on bonded paved stone coverings using larger stones.  
A bonded paved stone covering, as opposed to the un-
bonded type, has similar properties to a rigid base such 
as concrete covering construc-tion (that is why it is often 
called „rigid construction method“). This needs to be taken 
into consideration when planning the surrounds, installa-
tion and type of expansion joints.

Bedding and jointing mortars should be made up, ma-
nufactured and applied in such a way, so that they have 
the required material properties when the construction is 
completed. It is particularly important to achieve sufficient 
adhesion strength between the paving stones and the 
bedding mortar on the one hand and between the paving 
stones and the jointing mortar on the other. The following 
all affect the adhesion strength – weather conditions, ap-
plication conditions, type, geometry and surface texture of 

the paving stones, as well as the composition of the mortar. 
When trying to determine the suitability of bedding and 
jointing mortars, the following should be taken into consi-
deration – product properties determined in the laboratory 
as well as those determined on the building site i.e. in a 
completed construction project. This is particularly import-
ant with regard to values for adhesion strength.
Bed

The requirements of the bed are as follows – to conduct any 
loads on the above paved stone covering into the ground 
without deforming and with sufficient resistance, as well as 
providing equalising between any left over uneveness on 
the upper base course and the paved stone surface above.

Various types of mortar can be used for the manufacture 
of a bonded bed:

• hydraulically bound mortar
• hydraulically bound mortar modified with plastic 
or
• synthetic resin bound mortar (quickest end hardening
 (≥ 24 hrs), good adhesion and bending tensile values.)

The raw materials for any type of bedding mortar must al-
ways correspond to the technical regulations / norms. To 
estimate the basic suitability of a bedding mortar, certain 
product properties are determined under defined labora-
tory conditions. Bedding mortars must fulfill certain requi-
rements with regard to compressive strength, resistance 
to frost/thaw changes and water permeability. These are 
described in the FGSV work paper “Bonded fixings of sur-
faces using paved stone coverings and slabs“ (issue 2007). 
The work paper also gives recommendations of how to ful-
fill requirements within the finished construction. Laying 
bedding mortar requires certain temperatures for the air 
and the surface as well as the materials to be used. This 
should be at least + 5 °C | 41 °F for hydraulically bound 
bedding mortar and at least + 1 °C | 33,8 °F for synthetic 
resin bound bedding mortar (see manufacturer’s instruc-
tions). When using special bedding mortar, application may 
be possible at lower ambient temperatures. At lower tem-
peratures, the hardening time will be increased. Bedding 
mortars should not be used on frozen surfaces (< 0 °C | 
< 32 °F ). When using hydraulically and synthetic resin 
bound bedding mortar, the carrying out of the work should 
be coordinated so that the hardening of the bedding mor-
tar does not begin until paving stones have been laid at the 
correct height.
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ZTV-Wegebau (path construction)
Additional technical contractual conditions

With the publication of “ZTV-Wegebau (path constructi-
on) – Additional Technical Contractual Conditions for the 
Construction of Paths and Squares outside of surfaces for 
road traffic“, the varying and proven construction methods 
for landscaping construction as set out in ATV DIN 18318, 
which in part have been used as a standard for decades, are 
now being compiled into a single set of regulations. 

Jointing using synthetic resin paving jointing mortars now 
belong to the standard methods of paved stone jointing, 
along with the traditional jointing methods of sand/gravel 
and cement.

„ZTV-Wegebau (path construction)“ thus represents the 
current state of technology and can be used as part of the 
contractual terms and conditions. ROMEX® paving jointing 
mortars fulfill the requirements of the ZTV. 

Background and content of the regulations:
Additional technical contract conditions (ZTV) supplement 
the General technical contract conditions (ATV) in part C 
of the allocation and contract regulations for construction 
services. Acc. to § 8 Abs. 5 VOB/A certain agreements may 
also be included in the additional technical contract con-
ditions, if for certain construction services, similar require-
ments are present.

The additional technical contract conditions for path con-
struction, offers contractual partners, with the inclusion – 
but without special agreement – of the VOB/B a contrac-
tual basis, which fulfills the requirements of paved stone 
surfaces and slab surfaces with less traffic loads. Further-
more, it contains the requirements and regulations for the 
so called „bonded construction methods“.

With regard to the use of bonded construction methods, 
additional, brand new and supplementary requirements, 
especially for the manufacture and laying of bed and join-
ting materials, are defined.

Reasons for the additional technical contract 
conditions for path construction:

• DIN 18318 takes into consideration only surfaces 
 subjected to traffic and heavy traffic
 >  There is a gap in the system for landscape 
  construction and surfaces with light loads

• Bonded construction methods are not taken 
 into consideration
 >  Manufacture of bed
 > Manufacture of joint
 >  Requirement of materials to be used

The following „loadbearing classifications“ 
are used to differentiate:

Usage category N 1:
Surfaces that are walked on and that have no 
vehicle traffic, away from road traffic surfaces 
(i.e. patios, garden paths, paths in garden areas, 
seating areas in parks)

Usage category N 2:
Surfaces that are driven on, up to 3,5 t 
allowable total weight, away from road traffic 
surfaces (i.e. garage driveways, car parking spaces)

Usage category N 3:
Surfaces that are driven on the same as 
category 2, but with occasional traffic from 
vehicles up to 20 t allowable total weight, away 
from road traffic surfaces (i.e. roads used for 
maintenance or emergency vehicles as well 
entrances for fire engines, garages and building 
entryways.)

The following construction methods 
will be discussed in depth:

1. Unbonded construction method
Bed and joint unbonded on bonded/unbonded 
base course.

2. Fully bonded construction method
With the fully bonded construction method, the bed, 
joint and upper base course are bonded.

3. Mixture of construction methods with bonded bed
The base course is unbonded, the joints and bed 
are bonded.

4. Mixture of construction methods with unbonded bed
The base course and bed are unbonded, the joints are 
bonded.

5. Water permeable surface coverings
Surfaces covered with paving stones or slabs as well 
as honeycomb and lattice elements, where the joints, 
openings or structure allow increased water permeability.

6. Green spaces
Surfaces covered with paving stones or slabs as well as ho-
neycomb and lattice elements, where the joints or open-
ings are used for green spaces.

The following binding agents are suitable 
for bonded jointing materials:

• Cement

• Epoxy resin based reactive resins
ROMPOX® - DRAIN 

 ROMPOX® - DRAIN plus
 ROMPOX® - D1
 ROMPOX® - D2000
 ROMPOX® - D3000
 ROMPOX® - FLEX-LIGHT
 ROMPOX® - FLEX-JOINT
 ROMPOX® - TRAFFIC V2

• Polyurethane based reactive resins
 ROMPOX® - PATIO

• Polybutadien
 ROMPOX® - EASY
 ROMPOX® - POWER JOINT
  
Water permeable bonded joints should be made using 
binding agents made of reactive resins or polybutadien.

Usage
category

N1

Usage
category

N2

Usage
category

N3
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The ROMEX® SYSTEM GUARANTEE is a truly competiti-
ve advantage for every customer. ROMEX® is the first and 
only manufacturer in the field of paving stone and slab 
construction to offer such a guarantee to its customers. 
ROMEX® means security, especially for specialist compa-
nies, which today often provide a five-year guarantee on 
their construction services to their end customers accor-
ding to the Civil Code (BGB). 

The ROMEX® - BEDDING & JOINTING SYSTEMS have 
been used successfully in private as well as public areas for 
decades. When laid correctly, ROMEX® offers a SYSTEM 
GUARANTEE of up to 10 years, with a normative life expec-
tancy (average life expectancy) of up to 50 years. 

ROMPOX® - TRASS-BED 
and ROMPOX® - TRASS-BED-COMPOUND

High quality and partially polymer modified Portland/
Trass cement mixes are exclusively used for our bonded 
ROMEX® SYSTEMS because the trass mineral connects 
with the lime particles of Portland cement and neutralizes 
them. 

The big advantage is the greatly reduced risk of water-
logging, efflorescence and discoloration. In conventional 
Portland cement products, without trass, the lime partic-
les migrate through joint and stone covering to the surface 
and react there with the CO2 of the air. 

The result: a lime layer forms on the rock surface, which is 
called ”efflorescence“. 

ROMEX® SYSTEM GUARANTEE

With the ROMEX® SYSTEM GUARANTEE, or RSG for short, 
ROMEX® is the first manufacturer of paving bed & jointing 
systems to offer laying companies an additional guarantee be-
yond the statutory GUARANTEE.

SEEP AWAY
INSTEAD OF SEALING 
Despite the high strengths of ROMEX® bed-
ding and pavement jointing mortars, the sur-
faces remain water permeable! Thus by using 
surface coverings that allow water seepage,  
we avoid having to later de-seal surfaces and 
allow natural rainwater management, thus ma-
king a sustainable contribution to the environ-
mental impact without compromising on func-
tionality and attractive surface design. 

Water permeable

The ROMEX® - solution: bonded construction
(for all paving and slab coverings made of natural and concrete stones as well as ceramics)

ROMPOX® - ADHESION ELUTRIANT

• trass cement-containing, polymer modifi ed adhesion bridge 
• suitable for all stone coverings 

ROMEX® - pavement jointing mortar

ROMPOX® - TRASS-BED

• prevents frost damage 
• for pedestrian and traffi c loads 
• highly water permeable
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5 YEAR GUARANTEE
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10 YEAR GUARANTEE
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ROMEX® SYSTEM GUARANTEE        

for the ROMEX® SYSTEM  

UNBONDED-1-PRIVATE 

UNBONDED-1-PUBLIC 

 BONDED-2-PUBLIC 

Cer
tifi
cate

ROMEX® GmbH
Mühlgrabenstraße 21
53340 Meckenheim 

+49 (0) 2225 70954-0 
www.romex-ag.de 

5 YEAR GUARANTEE
25 YEARS NND

Recipient of guarantee 
(Executing specialist company):   

Company:

Surname:

Street: 

Postcode / town:

Country:

Construction site: 

Designation: 

Additive:

Street: 

Postcode / town: 

Country:

The guarantee terms overleaf apply. 

Place / date 

Signature / stamp 

Cer
tifi
cate

5 YEAR GUARANTEE5 YEAR GUARANTEE
25 YEARS NND25 YEARS NND

ROMEX® SYSTEM GUARANTEE        

for the ROMEX® SYSTEM  

 BONDED-1- PRIVATE Use category N1

 BONDED-1- PRIVATE Use category N2 / N3 

Recipient of guarantee 
(Executing specialist company):   

Company:

Surname:

Street: 

Postcode / town:

Country:

Construction site: 

Designation: 

Additive:

Street:

Postcode / town: 

Country:

The guarantee terms overleaf apply. 

Place / date 

Signature / stamp 

Cer
tifi
cate

ROMEX® GmbH
Mühlgrabenstraße 21
53340 Meckenheim 

+49 (0) 2225 70954-0 
www.romex-ag.de 

RSG 
10

RSG 
10

RSG 
10

10 YEAR GUARANTEE
50 YEARS NND

Talk to us about the
guarantee conditions! 
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ROMEX® SYSTEM GUARANTEE

PRIVATE AREAS
(Driveways/patio)

The private area includes paving and slab flooring around the house. 
These are primarily patios, paths and driveways. The compliant struc-
ture is subject to the requirements of the VOB and the ZTV road con-
struction. 

The use categories subdivide loads into three categories (N1 to N3) 
from pedestrian to car to occasional vehicle loads of up to 20 t gross 
vehicle weight. 

Loads and weather conditions, especially frost and de-icing salt, are 
the challenges that the superstructure, stone and joint must face. 
ROMEX® provides its customers with the ROMEX® SYSTEM GUA-
RANTEE the necessary safety assurance for a long-lasting, functional 
and beautiful paved surface. 

YOUR ADVANTAGES

•  Lasting good system compatibility of the joint and bedding 
•  No weed growth through the joints 
•  100% frost and de-icing salt resistant 
•  UV and weather resistance 
•  Permanent durability
•  Prevents settling

bonded 
construction

unbonded 
construction

Rollover tests at the TU Munich
The partial surface with concrete paving showed no damage 
even after the completion of phase 3 (“small transporter”) 
or any significant deformations. 

The area with natural stone paving also showed after com-
pletion of phase 5 (“heavy truck”) no damage or significant 
deformations. 

SOURCE:
Research Report No. 2724 Chair and Testing Office 
for traffic route construction of the TU Munich

Research and development: We have the proof!TESTED SYSTEM

5 YEAR GUARANTEE
25 YEARS LERSG 

10
RSG 
10

RSG 
10

10 YEAR GUARANTEE
50 YEARS LE
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ROMEX® pavement jointing mortar:
depending on the application ½ stone height: (optional)

• ROMPOX® - PATIO 
• ROMPOX® - DRAIN 
• ROMPOX® - DRAIN PLUS 
• ROMPOX® - D1 
Joint depth = 1⁄2 Stone height, at joint depth ≤ 30 mm | 1 1⁄4“ fully 
jointed (Consumption depending on stone format and joint dimension)

ROMPOX® adhesion elutriant:
(Consumption: approx. 5 kg/m2 | 1.02 lb/sq ft)

ROMEX® bedding products:

a) ROMPOX® - TRASS-BED or
b) ROMPOX® - TRASS-BED COMPOUND* 
Layered bedding approx. 6 cm | 2 3⁄8“
(Consumption: approx. 100 kg/m² | 20.48 lb/sq ft 
or 20 kg/m² | 4.10 lb/sq ft)

Base course / frost protection layer
according to ZTV-Wegebau

ROMEX® SYSTEM BONDED-1-PRIVATE
For the bonded construction of paving and slab coverings 
within the usage categories 1–3 (N1/N2/N3) according to ZTV-Wegebau.
For private areas (driveway, patio). 

ROMEX® pavement jointing mortar:
depending on the application ¾ stone height:

Usage category N2: (optional) 

• ROMPOX® - PATIO
• ROMPOX® - DRAIN 
• ROMPOX® - DRAIN PLUS 

Joint depth = ¾ stone height,
(Consumption depending on stone format and joint dimension) 

Usage category N3: 

• ROMPOX® - D1 (and higher) 
Joint depth = ¾ stone height,
(Consumption depending on stone format and joint dimension) 

ROMPOX® adhesion elutriant:
(Consumption: approx. 5 kg/m2 | 1.02 lb/sq ft) 

ROMEX® bedding products:
a) ROMPOX® - TRASS-BED or
b) ROMPOX® - TRASS-BED-COMPOUND* 
Layer thickness bedding about 4–6 cm | 1 1⁄2“– 2 3⁄8“
(Consumption: approx. 100 kg/m² | 20.48 lb/sq ft 
or 20 kg/m² | 4.10 lb/sq ft)

Drainage asphalt or drainage concrete layer (15 cm | 6“)

Usage category N1: 
Accessible non-motor vehicle pavers outside areas of road traffic (eg. patios, garden paths, 
paths in the home garden area, seats in parks). 

Minimum requirement for fastenings/surface covering: Minimum nominal thickness (stone height) = 20 mm | 3⁄4“

Usage category N2 & N3:
Accessible surface coverings for vehicles up to 3.5 t permissible gross weight outside areas of road 
traffic (eg. garage access, car parking spaces) as well as occasional vehicle traffic up to 20 t permissible 
total weight with wheel loads ≤ 5 t outside of road traffic areas (eg. care, maintenance and emergency 
routes as well as fire brigade, garage and building driveways). 

Minimum requirement for fastenings/surface covering: Minimum nominal thickness (stone height) = 80 mm | 3 1⁄8“

* When using ROMPOX® - TRASS BED COMPOUND aggregates with grainsizes 2⁄5; 2⁄8; 4⁄8 or 5⁄8 mm (usually rolled gravel/grit),  
 which are tested and certified by the ROMEX® laboratory before use can be used. 

* When using ROMPOX® - TRASS BED COMPOUND aggregates with grainsizes 2⁄5; 2⁄8; 4⁄8 or 5⁄8 mm (usually rolled gravel/grit),  
 which are tested and certified by the ROMEX® laboratory before use can be used. 

ROMEX® SYSTEM UNBONDED-1-PRIVATE
For the unbonded construction of paving stone and slab coverings within 
the usage categories 1–3 (N1/N2/N3) according to ZTV-Wegebau. 
For private areas (driveway, patio).

Usage category N1:
Accessible non-motor vehicle pavers outside areas of road traffic (eg. patios, garden paths, 
paths in the home garden area, seats in parks). 

Minimum requirement for fastenings/surface covering: Minimum nominal thickness (stone height) = 50 mm | 2“

Usage category N2 & N3:
Accessible surface fastenings for vehicles up to 3.5 t permissible gross weight outside areas of 
road traffic (eg. garage access, car parking spaces) as well as occasional vehicle traffic up to 20 t 
permissible total weight with wheel loads ≤ 5 t outside of road traffic areas (eg. care, maintenance 
and emergency routes as well as fire brigade, garage and building driveways). 

Usage category N2: 
Minimum requirement for fastenings/surface covering: Minimum nominal thickness (stone height) = 60 mm | 2 3⁄8“

Usage category N3: 
Minimum requirement for fastenings/surface covering: Minimum nominal thickness (stone height) = 80 mm | 3 1⁄8“

ROMPOX®- FLEX-LIGHT 
Joint depth = ¾ stone height, 
Minimum joint width 5 mm | 1⁄4“, 
(Consumption depending on stone 
format and joint dimension) 

Bed 
3–5 cm | 1 1⁄4“–2“ aggregates 0⁄4; 0⁄5 or 0⁄8 mm 
according to DIN 18318 

Base course / frost protection layer 
according to ZTV-Wegebau

Base / substrate 

ROMPOX® - FLEX JOINT
Joint depth = 1⁄2 stone height, 
Minimum joint width 5 mm | 1⁄4“, 
(Consumption depending on stone format 
and joint dimension) 

ISATec® displacement protection 
(Needs assessment based on site plan 
and hazardous areas) 

Bed 
3–5 cm | 1 1⁄4“–2“ aggregates 0⁄4; 0⁄5 or 0⁄8 mm 
according to DIN 18318 

Base course / frost protection layer 
according to ZTV-Wegebau

Base / substrate 

light traffi c loads 
up to 3.5 t

pedestrian 
traffi c

pedestrian 
traffi c

light traffi c loads 
up to 3.5 t

RSG 
10

RSG 
10

RSG 
10

10 YEAR GUARANTEE
50 YEARS LE

5 YEAR GUARANTEE
25 YEARS LE
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ROMEX® SYSTEM GUARANTEE

PUBLIC AREAS
(Streets/paths/squares)

Public areas include paving stone and slab surfaces on roads, paths 
and squares. The compliant design is subject to the requirements of 
the VOB and the RStO 12. The load classes are subdivided according 
to loads, in equivalent 10-t axis transitions during the normative peri-
od of use. Starting with Bk 0.3 (300 000 equivalent 10-t axle transiti-
ons) to Bk 3.2 (3 200 000 equivalent 10-t axle transitions). In addition, 
exceptional situations are considered separately, such as bus stops, 
bus stations or roundabouts. 

External influences from frost and de-icing salt, permanently high 
loads from torsional and shear forces, as well as from the use of 
sweeping machines or urban events, present major challenges that 
the superstructure, covering and joint have to withstand. We want 
to give architects, planners and builders the required assurance of a 
long-lasting surface. 

With professional execution, according to the valid regulations, we 
guarantee with the systems ROMEX® SYSTEM BONDED-2-PUBLIC 
(bonded construction) and ROMEX® SYSTEM UNBONDED-2-PUBLIC 
(unbonded construction) a long-lasting covering, which can easily 
withstand all occurring influences and loads. 

YOUR ADVANTAGES 

•  Lasting good system compatibility of the joint and bedding 
•  No weed growth through the joints 
•  100% frost and de-icing salt resistant 
•  UV and weather resistance 
•  Permanent durability 
•  Prevents settling 

Horizontal deformation behavior 
by the Technical University of Dresden:
After 1 million load changes it can be summarized that in the 

first joint after the loadbearing slab, the direction of action of 

the horizontal force in the tests with ROMEX® - ISATec® an-
ti-slip devices, there was much less horizontal shift than with-

out them. 

SOURCE: 
Final report of the investigation on 
horizontal deformation behavior of 
slab surfaces with ground anchors 10/2008 
Technical University Dresden; Faculty 
Civil Engineering; Chair of Road Construction. 

Research and development: We have the proof! 

* Preparation of the subsoil/superstructure: 
The ground planum must have the appropriate stability (at least 45 MPa). The following structural lay-
ers must be suffi ciently load-bearing, water permeable, resistant to deformation and frost proof. The 
mineral mixtures (base courses/bedding joint) in unbonded design must comply with the requirements 
of each type of execution. The relevant additional current contract conditions for road construction 
(ZTV) must be complied with. A deviation should only be made with suffi ciently positive regional ex-
perience. The applicable regulations and leafl ets such as ZTVT, ZTVE, RStO 12, ATV DIN 18318, MFP 
2015, MFG and TLPfl aster - Stb, must be observed.

TESTED SYSTEM

Talk to us about the
guarantee conditions! 

5 YEAR GUARANTEE
25 YEARS LE
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ROMEX® SYSTEM BONDED-2-PUBLIC
For the bonded construction of paving stone 
and slab coverings from load class 0.3 in accordance with RStO 12. 
For public areas (roads, paths, squares). 

Load class Bk 0.3 to 1.8: 
Passenger car traffic including occasional heavy traffic, through traffic by vehicles 
of the entertainment industry, eg residential and residential roads, village main street, 
district and collection roads. 

Minimum requirement for fastenings/surface covering: Minimum nominal thickness (stone height) = 80 mm | 3 1⁄8“

Load class Bk 1.8 to 3.2 & special cases such as 
bus stations and bus stops as well as roundabouts: 
Passenger car traffic including occasional heavy traffic up to 65 buses/day, eg. commercial street, 
main shopping street, local commercial street and heavy traffic up to 130 buses/day, eg. local access 
roads, commercial street, main shopping street, local commercial street. 

Minimum requirement for fastenings/surface covering: Minimum nominal thickness (stone height) = 100 mm | 4“

* When using ROMPOX® - TRASS BED COMPOUND aggregates with grainsizes 2⁄5; 2⁄8; 4⁄8 oder 5⁄8 mm 
 (usually rolled gravel/grit), which are tested and certified by the ROMEX® laboratory before use can be used. 

ROMEX®-Service: 
Simply send us the blueprint/tender as a PDF file and our technicians will calculate 
where the respective anchors should be positioned and create a detailed order list.

ISATec® displacement protection 
ISATec® displacement protection devices are the most 
cost effective way to prevent damage caused by 
shifts in paving stones and thus to fulfill the “current 
technology R2“, as described in the leaflet for surface 
fastenings with large formats (MFG 2013). 

The ISATec® displacement protection 
system was awarded the innovation me-
dal 2014 at the GaLaBau tradefair in Nu-
remberg.

The ISATec® products are protected by patent. 

ROMEX® SYSTEM UNBONDED-2-PUBLIC
For the unbonded construction of paving 
and slab coverings from load class 0.3 in accordance with RStO 12. 
For public areas (roads, paths, squares). 

Load class Bk 0.3 to 3.2 & special cases such as 
bus stations and bus stops as well as roundabouts: 
Passenger car traffic including occasional heavy traffic up to 65 buses/day, eg. commercial street, main 
shopping street, local business street as well as heavy traffic up to 130 buses/day, eg. local access roads. 

Minimum requirement for fastenings/surface covering: Minimum nominal thickness (stone height)= 100 mm | 4“

Special cases such as bus stations and bus stops as well as roundabouts: 
Minimum requirement for fastenings/surface covering: Minimum nominal thickness (stone height) = 120 mm | 5“ 

heaviest loads 
up to 40 t

heaviest loads 
up to 40 t
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ROMEX® pavement jointing mortar:
depending on the application ¾ stone height:
ROMPOX® - D2000 (and higher quality) 
Minimum joint width 5 mm | 1⁄4“ (Consumption depending 
on stone format and joint dimension) 

ROMPOX® adhesion elutriant:
(Consumption: approx. 5 kg/m2 | 1.02 lb/sq ft)

ROMEX® bedding products:
a) ROMPOX® - TRASS-BED or
b) ROMPOX® - TRASS-BED-COMPOUND* 
Strong bedding approx. 5–7 cm | 2“–2 3⁄4“  
(Consumption: approx. 110 kg/m2 | 22.53 lb/sq ft 
or 22 kg/m² | 4.51 lb/sq ft) 

Drainage asphalt or drainage concrete layer (15 cm | 6“)

Frost protection layer (30 cm | 11 3⁄4“)
from gravel or crushed stone, grit, sand mixture 
EV2 > 120 MPa/m² | 17 405 psi

Base/substrate 

* When using ROMPOX® - TRASS BED COMPOUND aggregates with grainsizes 

6

5

4

3

medium to heavy 
up to 25 t

2

1

ROMEX® pavement jointing mortar:  
depending on the application ¾ stone height: 
ROMPOX® - TRAFFIC V2 
Minimum joint width 8 mm | 3⁄8“
(Consumption depending on stone format and joint dimension) 

ROMPOX® adhesion elutriant:
(Consumption: approx. 5 kg/m2 | 1.02 lb/sq ft)

ROMEX® bedding products:
a)  ROMPOX® - TRASS-BED or 
b) ROMPOX® - TRASS-BED-COMPOUND* 
Strong bedding approx. 5–7 cm | 2“–2 3⁄4“ 
(Consumption: approx. 110 kg/m² | 22.53 lb/sq ft 
or 22 kg/m² | 4.51 lb/sq ft) 

Drainage asphalt or drainage concrete layer (15 cm | 6“)

Frost protection layer (30 cm | 11 3⁄4“)
from gravel or crushed stone, grit, sand mixture 
EV2 > 120 MPa/m² | 17 405 psi

Base/substrate

5

ROMPOX®- FLEX JOINT 
Joint depth = 1⁄2 stone height; Min. joint width 5 mm | 1⁄4“
(Consumption depending on stone format and joint dimension) 

ISATec® displacement protection  
(Needs assessment based on site plan 
and danger areas) 

Bedding 
3–5 cm | 1 1⁄4“–2“ aggregates 
0⁄4; 0⁄5 or 0⁄8 mm according to DIN 18318 

Supporting layer of gravel (30 cm | 11 3⁄4“)
or gravel, grit, sand mixture 
EV2= 150 MPa/m² for paving and 180 MPa/m² 
for tile coverings 

Frost protection layer of gravel (20 cm)
or gravel, grit, sand mixture 
EV2 > 100 MPa/m²

Base/substrate 

5 YEAR GUARANTEE
25 YEARS LE

5 YEAR GUARANTEE
25 YEARS LE

6

5

4

3

2

1
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Peter A. Schmitz Garten- und Landschaftsbau
Obere Mühle 32G • 50321 Brühl
Telefon: 02232 - 1505940 • Mobil: 0172 - 8535319
E-Mail: peter-a.schmitz-galabau@t-online.de
www.gartenschmitz.de

Der Film auf
The Film on

ROMEX® SYSTEM-GARANTIE 10 Jahre – Keramische Platten sicher verlegen

ROMEX® SYSTEM-GUARANTEE 10 years – lay ceramic slabs safely

ROMEX® GmbH
Mühlgrabenstraße 21
53340 Meckenheim 
+49 2225 70954-10 
www.romex-ag.de 

ROMEX® - TRASS-BETTUNG, Verbrauch: 2 000 kg für 25 m² = 80 kg/m²

ROMEX® - TRASS-BED, Consumption: 4 410 lbs for 270 sq ft = 16,3 lbs/sq ft

ROMEX® - HAFTSCHLÄMME, Verbrauch: 100 kg für 25 m² = 4 kg/m²

ROMEX® - ADHESION ELUTRIANTS, Consumption: 220 lbs for 270 sq ft = 0,8 lb/sq ft

Verfugung mit ROMPOX®- D1 Farbe: Steingrau, Verbrauch: 25 kg für 25 m² = 1 kg/m²

Jointing with ROMPOX®- D1 Colour: Stonegrey, Consumption: 55 lbs for 270 sq ft = 0,2 lb/sq ft

Eine attraktive Fläche für die Ewigkeit: Frostbeständig & Ausblühungsfrei

An attractive surface forever: Frost resistant & no effl orescence

Die Bettung auf ca. 3–5 cm Höhe abziehen

Level off the bed to approx. 1,2-2“ height

Fachgerecht verlegt in ca 1 Stunde/m² Keramikplatten: Koll PURITY® Dark Brown

Expert laying approx. 1 hour/11 sq ft Ceramic slabs: Koll PURITY® Dark Brown

Peter A. Schmitz 

ROMEX® SYSTEM-GARANTIE 10 Jahre – Keramische Platten sicher verlegen

ROMEX® SYSTEM-GUARANTEE 10 years – lay ceramic slabs safely

ROMEX® - TRASS-BETTUNG, Verbrauch: 2 000 kg für 25 m² = 80 kg/m²

ROMEX® - TRASS-BED, Consumption: 4 410 lbs for 270 sq ft = 16,3 lbs/sq ft

ROMEX® - HAFTSCHLÄMME, Verbrauch: 100 kg für 25 m² = 4 kg/m²

ROMEX® - ADHESION ELUTRIANTS, Consumption: 220 lbs for 270 sq ft = 0,8 lb/sq ft

Verfugung mit ROMPOX®- D1 Farbe: Steingrau, Verbrauch: 25 kg für 25 m² = 1 kg/m²

Jointing with ROMPOX®- D1 Colour: Stonegrey, Consumption: 55 lbs for 270 sq ft = 0,2 lb/sq ft

ROMEX® SYSTEM-GARANTIE 10 Jahre – Keramische Platten sicher verlegen

ROMEX® SYSTEM-GUARANTEE 10 years – lay ceramic slabs safely

DE - Keramische Platten sowie hochwertige Feinsteinzeugbeläge in Naturstein- oder Holzoptik liegen voll im Trend. 
Denn Keramik ist im Gegensatz zu Beton- und Natursteinen häufig farbecht, dabei kratzfester und unempfindlicher 
gegen Schmutz. Eine fachgerechte, gebundene Verlegung mit dem ROMEX® BETTUNGS- UND VERFUGUNGSSYS-
TEM (RSG10) ist die Grundvoraussetzung für einen langlebigen Belag, der allen auftretenden Witterungseinflüssen 
problemlos standhält. Und das  für die nächsten Jahrzehnte – GARANTIERT!

GB - Modern high-quality ceramic and porcelain tiles provide the look of natural stone or wood planks, but tend 
to remain colorfast, resist scratches, and are easy to clean - so continue to gain popularity in contemporary design. 
Laying these tiles with the ROMEX® TRASS BED AND JOINTING SYSTEM (RSG10) is the perfect solution to create a 
beautiful, bonded, long-lasting, resilient, and water-permeable surface that will withstand traffic and weathering for 
the next decade - GUARANTEED - and beyond!
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RSG 
10

RSG 
10

RSG 
10

10 JAHRE GARANTIE
50 JAHRE NND

3) Details zum Befestigungselement / Flächenbelag:

Befestigungselement 1 Befestigungselement 2 Befestigungselement 3

Hersteller/Lieferant

Art / Serie 

Format (L x B x H)

Beschaffenheit
(z.B. gesägt, geflammt, 
beschichtet, imprägniert etc.)

Fugenbreite der Pflasterfugen bei gebundener Bauweise:        Mindestens  5 mm
Fugenbreite der Pflasterfugen bei ungebundener Bauweise:    Mindestens  5 mm
HINWEIS: Fugen unter 3 mm oder Pressverlegung sind nach allen gültigen Regelwerken unzulässig.

(A) ROMEX® SYSTEM GEBUNDEN-1-PRIVAT und GEBUNDEN-2-ÖFFENTLICH
für die gebundene Pflaster- und Plattenbauweise

Zu verwendende Bettungsprodukte 
bitte ankreuzen

ROMEX®-Empfehlung 
Pflasterfugenmörtel:  
GEBUNDEN-1-PRIVAT

Nutzungskategorie

ROMPOX® - TERRASSE               N1/N2

ROMEX® - TRASS-BETTUNG  ROMPOX® - DRÄN  N1/N2

ROMEX® - TRASS-BETTUNG-COMPOUND*  ROMPOX® - DRÄN-PLUS  N1/N2

ROMEX® - HAFTSCHLÄMME  (Pflichtfeld)  ROMPOX® - D1  N1/N2/N3

ROMEX®-Empfehlung 
Pflasterfugenmörtel:  
GEBUNDEN-2-ÖFFENTLICH

Belastungsklasse

ROMPOX® - D2000  Bk 0,3- 1,8

ROMPOX® - VERKEHR V2  Bk 3,2 + Sonderfälle

* Bei Verwendung von ROMEX® - TRASS-BETTUNG-COMPOUND bitte die zu verwendenden 
   Gesteinskörnungen 2⁄5; 2⁄8; 4⁄8 oder 5⁄8 mm (i.d.R. Rollkies/Splitt) nennen: 

(Für die einmalige Zertifizierung der Gesteinskörnung, bitte 25 kg an ROMEX® senden.)

4) Vorgesehene Bauweise: (nur eine Wahlmöglichkeit)

Gebundene Pflaster- und Plattenbauweise: weiter bei (A)

Ungebundene Pflaster- und Plattenbauweise: weiter bei (B)

 Mischbauweise: nur bei ZTV-Wegebau Nutzungskategorie N1 und vollfugiger Fugenfüllung 
möglich. Individuelle Vereinbarung notwendig.

2) Befestigungselement / Flächenbelag: (max. 3 Wahlmöglichkeiten)

 Natursteinpflaster   Betonsteinplatten

 Natursteinplatten    Keramische Platten  

 Betonsteinpflaster   Sonstige:

3) Details zum Befestigungselement / Flächenbelag:

Fugenbreite der Pflasterfugen bei gebundener Bauweise:        Mindestens  5 mm
Fugenbreite der Pflasterfugen bei ungebundener Bauweise:    Mindestens  5 mm

 Fugen unter 3 mm oder Pressverlegung sind nach allen gültigen Regelwerken unzulässig.

(A) ROMEX® SYSTEM GEBUNDEN-1-PRIVAT und GEBUNDEN-2-ÖFFENTLICH

Zu verwendende Bettungsprodukte 

 - TRASS-BETTUNG

 - TRASS-BETTUNG-COMPOUND

 - HAFTSCHLÄMME  (Pflichtfeld)

* Bei Verwendung von ROMEX

4) Vorgesehene Bauweise: 

 Pflaster- und Plattenbauweise:

 Pflaster- und Plattenbauweise:

Mischbauweise:
möglich. Individuelle Vereinbarung notwendig.

2) Befestigungselement / Flächenbelag: 

Natursteinpflaster  

Natursteinplatten   

Betonsteinpflaster  

Registration number:

(will be completed by ROMEX®)

I hereby apply for the ROMEX® LIABILITY AGREEMENT for:

Construction site:

Description: 

Additional:

Street:

Postcode/town:

Country:

Property Data:

Size: m2

ROMEX® SYSTEM GUARANTEE 
APPLICATION

Client:

Surname:

Additional:

Street:

Postcode/town: 

Country:

5 YEAR GUARANTEE
25 YEARS NNDRSG 

10
RSG 
10

RSG 
10

10 YEAR GUARANTEE
50 YEARS NND

ROMEX® SYSTEM GUARANTEE     

for the ROMEX® SYSTEM  

UNBONDED-1-PRIVATE 

UNBONDED-1-PUBLIC 

 BONDED-2-PUBLIC 

Cer
tifi
cate

ROMEX® GmbH
Mühlgrabenstraße 21
53340 Meckenheim 

+49 (0) 2225 70954-0 
www.romex-ag.de 

5 YEAR GUARANTEE
25 YEARS NND

Recipient of guarantee 
(Executing specialist company):   

Company:

Surname:

Street: 

Postcode / town:

Country:

Construction site: 

Designation: 

Additive:

Street: 

Postcode / town: 

Country:

The guarantee terms overleaf apply. 

Place / date 

Signature / stamp 

Cer
tifi
cate

5 YEAR GUARANTEE
25 YEARS NNDROMEX® SYSTEM GUARANTEE     

for the ROMEX® SYSTEM  

 BONDED-1- PRIVATE Use category N1

 BONDED-1- PRIVATE Use category N2 / N3 

Recipient of guarantee 
(Executing specialist company):   

Company:

Surname:

Street: 

Postcode / town:

Country:

Construction site: 

Designation: 

Additive:

Street:

Postcode / town: 

Country:

The guarantee terms overleaf apply. 

Place / date 

Signature / stamp 

Cer
tifi
cate

ROMEX® GmbH
Mühlgrabenstraße 21
53340 Meckenheim 

+49 (0) 2225 70954-0 
www.romex-ag.de 

RSG 
10

RSG 
10

RSG 
10

10 YEAR GUARANTEE
50 YEARS NND

Registration number:

(will be completed by ROMEX®)

I hereby apply for the ROMEX® LIABILITY AGREEMENT for:

Construction site:

Description: 

Additional:

Street:

Postcode/town:

Country:

Property Data:

Size: m2

ROMEX® SYSTEM GUARANTEE 
APPLICATION

Client:

Surname:

Additional:

Street:

Postcode/town: 

Country:

5 YEAR GUARANTEE
25 YEARS NNDRSG 

10
RSG 
10

RSG 
10

10 YEAR GUARANTEE
50 YEARS NND

5 YEAR GUARANTEE
25 YEARS LERSG 

10
RSG 
10

RSG 
10

10 YEAR GUARANTEE
50 YEARS LE

1. Applying to register the project 

Request and complete the ROMEX® SYSTEM 
GUARANTEE APPLICATION. 

Your ROMEX® team and contacts will be happy 
to help with this. 

Simply send ROMEX® the completed application 
by e-mail to: info@romex-ag.de 

Alternatively you can of course also print out the 
application, complete it by hand and fax us: 02225 70954-19 

3. After completion of the project 

For the guarantee to become effective and the 
certificate to be issued, please send the following 
documents and photographs to ROMEX® filled out 
and signed (by e-mail or post): 

• Photo of completed area (If beautiful photos were  
 taken before and during the work, you could create  
 a project flyer with us (please contact your ROMEX®  
 contact person). 

• acceptance report 

• Copies of the dealer invoice of the purchased 

 ROMEX® products, as well as the fastenings 

 (paving stone covering) 

2. Registration of the project 

The application will be promptly registered and checked 
by the ROMEX® TechService, any open questions will be 
clarified immediately. The registration number will be 
entered by ROMEX® in the application and sent signed 
to your e-mail address. 

4. Sending/handing over the certificate

As soon as all conditions for the fulfillment of the 
guarantee are met, we will send you the guarantee 
certificate. 

And this is how it works:In a few steps to the guarantee!
The ROMEX® SYSTEM GUARANTEE (RSG)

is a real competitive advantage for every customer 
and at the same time means a high degree of security. 
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New look for the tourist hotspot 
Use of ground anchors 
at the airport Berlin 

The “Canada Place“ is one of the most popular places 
of the City of Vancouver in British Columbia. In 2016, 
when the owners decided to renovate the surface cover-
ing at “The North Point“ the decision was made to use  
ROMPOX® - TRASS-BED and a resin grouting system that  
has the ROMEX® long-term guarantee! 

Because of using the high-quality, water-permeable and 
trass containing paving bedding materials together with  
pavement jointing mortar (RSG = ROMEX® SYSTEM GUA-
RANTEE), the safe and permanent use of the area can be  
100 % guaranteed - and that despite the millions of annual 
visitors. 

Use of the Airport Plaza - also able to
withstand heavy traffic. 

Forecourt: Berlin-Schönefeld Airport (BER) 
Large formats 
1 200 mm | 47 1⁄4“ × 600 mm | 23 1⁄2“ × 160 mm | 6 1⁄4“ 

• Concrete with high quality gravel
• Surface was sanded and blasted

The total area with access roads 
is about 30 000 m2 | 320 000 sq ft. 
Safety in the bends is guaranteed 
by using EAP1a and EAP2a ground anchors. 

RSG 5 - ROMEX® bedding and jointing system was used successfully

After full project consultation in the spring of 2017, the paving work in the courtyard of the newly built 
Historical Museum on Frankfurt Römerberg was completed. A special feature in the planning was a weight 
restriction with a volume load of 19 kN/m³ due to a vaulted cellar below the paved stone surface. The proven 
ROMEX® bedding and grouting system was used “RSG 5“ (ROMEX® 5-year system guarantee) including 
the products ROMPOX® - TRASS-BED and ROMPOX® - ADHESION ELUTRIANT. Grouting was done using 
the more than 25 years proven synthetic resin pavement jointing mortar ROMPOX® - D1 in the color basalt. 

Issuance of the guarantee certificate 
Final acceptance: run of joints, 
laying and anchor positioning 
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POLYGONAL SLABS
Polygonal slabs have been very popular for years. Their natural, 
rustic Form ensures a welcoming, Mediterranean flair in the gar-
den. The special features of irregular shapes and broken edges re-
quire special care when laying. One reason for this is the different 
slab thicknesses between 2–6 cm | 3⁄4–2 3⁄8“ and the usually conical 
gradient form, which means bonded laying construction with the 
right system is a basic requirement for a durable, stable surface. 
For lasting outdoor use, the polygonal slabs need to be laid on 
a bonded construction that is water permeable and jointed with 
strong jointing mortar. 

As an optimal system we recommend:

 ROMPOX® - TRASS-BED | COMPOUND 

 with ADHESION ELUTRIANT 

 ROMPOX® - D1

As an optimal system we recommend:

 ROMPOX® - TRASS-BED | COMPOUND 

 with ADHESION ELUTRIANT

 ROMPOX® - EASY, ROMPOX® - POWER JOINT 
 or ROMPOX® - PATIO

 ROMPOX® - FUGENSAND NP 
(in unbonded construction)

COATED STONE SURFACES
Many concrete blocks as well as more and more natural stone co-
verings are factory coated. These coatings are supposed to pro-
tect the stone surface against dirt and color fading and prevent al-
gae / moss formation. Depending on the type of coating, this can 
react in rare cases with some synthetic resins and lead to stains or 
sandy surfaces. Preliminary tests are therefore always advisable. 
When choosing the paving mortar, make sure it doesn’t leave a 
synthetic resin film and that it harmonizes with the coating. We 
guarantee that our recommended products for coated stone co-
verings can be used without hesitation. 
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INTERLOCKING STONE PAVING STONES CERAMIC TILES
Interlocking stone paving stones are often laid in unbonded form 
in driveways. But also on house parking spaces, garden paths and 
terraces you can see this sturdy, durable paving stone surface. Not 
least  because of its timeless design. There is one disadvantage, 
however: The narrow joints are not ideal for use with conventional 
pavement jointing mortars, so that weeds often grown through the 
joint. To prevent this and to ensure a permanently weed-free area, 
there is only one efficient way which is to incorporate unbonded 
ROMPOX® - JOINTING SAND NP and for areas with heavy loads 
(drip edges, slopes) also use ROMPOX® JOINT STRENGTHE-
NER. The combination of both products combine their respective 
advantages. The weed-inhibiting joint sand can already be used 
from 1 mm | 1⁄16“, so that the joints are completely filled. The 
JOINT STRENGTHENER ensures the necessary and lasting stabi-
lity. 

Ceramic tiles, tiles in natural stone or wood look and high quality 
natural stone coverings are fully on trend. Because ceramics are, 
in contrast to concrete and natural stone, colorfast, scratch resis-
tant and less sensitive to dirt. Professional, bonded laying with 
the right system is the basic requirement for a durable covering 
that withstands all weather conditions. Because ceramic tiles are 
on average 2 cm | 3⁄4“ thick, these are laid for permanent outdoor 
use and are water permeable. In addition movement joints should 
be laid. 

As an optimal system we recommend:

 ROMPOX® - JOINTING SAND NP combined with 

 ROMPOX® - JOINT STRENGTHENER 

As an optimal system we recommend:

 ROMPOX® - TRASS-BED | COMPOUND 

 with ADHESION ELUTRIANT

ROMEX® joint sealer according to the joint width: 

 For joint widths less than 3 mm | 1⁄8“ ROMPOX® -  
 JOINTING SAND NP combined with the ROMPOX® -  
 JOINT  STRENGTHENER 

 For joint widths from 3 mm | 1⁄8“ ROMPOX® - D1

 For joint widths over 5 mm | 1⁄4“ROMPOX® - EASY 
 and ROMPOX® - PATIO 
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